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#13 Welcome Home

Welcome to High 5 for Mom!

Hi! I am Janet Lund, Creator of Mom Keep Calm.

During our time together today, I hope you experience some 

TLC, a parenting tip and maybe even a smile all in 5 minutes 

or less.

For the past several weeks, we have been talking about how 

when both you and your child are chasing goals it can open 

doors to many great conversations.

Here is what we have recently discussed: 

Being your own best friend prepares you for happy, healthy 

friendships.

Seven of the most important traits that make up a good 

friend. 

Watch out for Black Crabs, people who bring you down and 

cause you to question yourself.

It is so important for your child to understand that the peers 

they surround themselves with will have an impact on their 

life. Some classmates are like cheerleaders while others are 

nagging voices of doubt.
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As kids get older their desire to feel connected to their peers 

and belong to a group increases. So, it is especially important 

for them to pay attention to whom they invite into their 

circle of friends.

So, how can you help?

Let’s see what we find behind door #9: Make Home Base the 

Gathering Place

Here is why having your place be where the youth hang out is 

a great thing:

1)It gives your maturing youth the opportunity to practice 

hosting people. This is something they will need to know 

how to do eventually. So, why not teach them how now?

2)It empowers your child by providing them a place to spend 

time with people of their choosing.

3)It gives you the sneak peek into your kid’s world and who 

they are welcoming into it. This could lead to even more 

good conversations between you are your kiddo.

So how do you train your child/pre-teen/teen to host the 

hang out home?
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Start from the beginning:

1)Practice answering the door with a smile saying, “Hi. Come 

on in!”

2)Talk through taking coats, hanging them up for their guests, 

and where you want coats, shoes, and belongings to be kept.

3)Talk about introducing friends to all family members 

including pets so the guest feels welcomed by everyone.

4)Discuss snacks. Have a snack shelf or basket specifically for 

hosting friends. Also, have your child ask their friend if there 

are foods they are allergic to before chomping into any 

homemade treats. Also, remember healthy foods will deter 

kids from a sugar high and getting into spontaneous mischief.

5)Together organize a game area where you keep all your 

board games, cards, and electronic games.

6)Clarify any areas inside or outside of the house that are off 

limits. (Master bedroom, home office, etc.) This will make a 

smoother visit for everyone.

Yes, this will mean a little more work on your part, Mom, but 

this doesn’t mean you have to be open 24/7. Just make sure 

your teen knows that friends are welcome here.
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Besides wouldn’t you rather know where your child is?

What a great way to help your maturing youth learn hosting 

skills while nurturing happy healthy friendships. 

You are doing awesome Mom. You’ve got this!

Journal here:

1)What kind of preparations do you want to make before 

having your teen host friends? Brainstorm ideas here:

Check Off List for Hosting

- Door answering

-Taking belongings and where to keep them

-Introductions to all family members

-Special snacks for hosting & location

-Organize game area. Do games have all their pieces?

-Out of bound areas
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High 5 for Mom is a program of Mom Keep Calm

MomKeepCalm.com
A division of Prepare For Rain LLC

©2016-2018 All rights reserved

Inquiries?
Written: PO Box 171312 | Boise, ID 83717

Email: support@momkeepcalm.com
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